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Do stroke patients with normal carotid arteries require TEE
for exclusion of relevant aortic plaques?
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Objectives: This study investigated (a) the hypothesis that stroke patients with aortic atheroma would show
comparable atherosclerotic changes in the carotid arteries, which are easily accessible for ultrasound
evaluation and (b) the possibility of carotid duplex sonography as a replacement for transoesophageal
echocardiography (TEE) for the exclusion or prediction of relevant aortic plaques.
Methods: In 301 consecutive patients (mean age 62 years) with acute cerebral ischaemia, two
dimensional ultrasound measurements were taken of common carotid artery intima media thickness (IMT)
and maximal plaque area (PA) and the local degree of internal carotid artery (ICA) stenosis were
determined. Maximal aortic wall thickness (AWT) was assessed by TEE.
Results: An IMT (0.9 mm yielded a negative predictive value (NPV) of 95.8% for exclusion of aortic
atheromas >4 mm and an NPV of 100% for the exclusion of aortic thrombi. However, positive predictive
value of IMT .0.9 mm was low (29.6%), increasing only slightly in the presence of carotid plaques (33%).
Incidence of aortic thrombi was significantly higher with >50% compared with ,50% ICA stenosis (11.3%
v 3.9%, respectively). IMT and PA correlated moderately with AWT (r=0.47, r=0.53, respectively;
p,0.001). Systolic blood pressure, coronary heart disease and peripheral artery disease, increased IMT,
and ICA stenosis >50% were independently related to AWT >4 mm.
Conclusions: A high NPV of normal carotid ultrasound does not support routine TEE for the exclusion of
complex aortic plaques as a high risk source of cerebral embolism. However, in patients with carotid
atherosclerosis, particularly in those with ICA stenosis >50%, TEE should be performed to exclude an
additional high risk source for stroke.

I
ncreased carotid intima media thickness (IMT) indicates
generalised atherosclerosis1–5 and is a strong predictor of
ischaemic stroke.6–8 Similarly, aortic atherosclerosis is

related to vascular risk factors and is also independently
associated with cerebral ischaemia.9–12 The prevalence of both
carotid artery disease and thick thoracic aortic plaques is
comparable to that of atrial fibrillation in patients with
ischaemic stroke.13 An association between carotid and aortic
arteriosclerosis has been shown in smaller series14–16 and in a
large epidemiological study.8 However, there has been no
prospective evaluation of the exact relation using carotid
duplex sonography and transoesophageal echocardiography
(TEE) in a larger and unselected cohort of patients with
ischaemic stroke.
We hypothesised that patients with aortic plaques would

also show atherosclerotic changes in carotid arteries. These
atherosclerotic changes are easier to evaluate with ultrasound
and could therefore serve as an indicator for aortic plaques.
Thus the aims of our study were:

N to determine the precise association of carotid and aortic
atherosclerosis in a larger stroke population, taking into
consideration both cardiovascular risk factors and labora-
tory markers of atherosclerosis

N to test the reliability of carotid duplex sonography as a
replacement for TEE in the exclusion or prediction of
clinically relevant aortic plaques.

PATIENTS AND METHODS
Study population
We prospectively enrolled a total of 384 consecutive patients
admitted to our stroke unit with acute cerebral ischaemia
within the last 16 months. The local ethics committee

approved the study and all patients gave written informed
consent. TEE was not done in 56 patients for the following
reasons: patient refused examination (n=27), clinical
contraindication (n=19), and non-compliance or gastro-
intestinal tract obstruction (n=10). We excluded 12 patients
because of unclear delineation of the IMT complex and 15
patients because the diagnosis on discharge was not transient
ischaemic attack or ischaemic stroke. Hence the final sample
consisted of a consecutive series of 301 patients.
The study protocol included a prospective evaluation of

cardiovascular risk factors. All patients underwent cranial
computed tomography or magnetic resonance imaging of the
brain or both, duplex sonography of extracranial and
intracranial arteries, transthoracic echocardiography, and
TEE. Blood pressure was measured every 60 minutes on the
stroke unit and average systolic and diastolic values were
obtained from patients’ charts as separate variables within
the time interval of 24–48 hours after the qualifying event.
Blood samples were taken from the antecubital vein after

overnight fasting. Cholesterol and triglycerides were mea-
sured using enzymatic methods and reagents (WAKO
Chemicals; Neuss, Germany). Lipoproteins were measured
with rapid electrophoresis (Helena Laboratories, Gateshead,
UK).17 Glycosylated haemoglobin (HbA1c) was measured
with high performance liquid chromatography (glycohaemo-
globin analyser; Tosoh Corp, Tokyo, Japan).

Abbreviations: AWT, aortic wall thickness; CCA, common carotid
artery; DA, dimensions of atherosclerosis; HbA1c, glycosylated
haemoglobin; ICA, internal carotid artery; IMT, intima media thickness;
NPV, negative predictive value; PA, plaque area; PPV, positive
predictive value; TEE, transoesophageal echocardiography
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Evaluation of risk factor variables
We considered patients to be exposed to a cardiovascular risk
factor when one of the following criteria was satisfied:

N age .60 years

N male sex or >5 years after menopause for women

N hypertension—that is, history of hypertension or blood
pressure exceeding 160 mm Hg systolic or 95 mm Hg
diastolic on two occasions in the hospital

N diabetes mellitus—that is, history of diabetes or fasting
glucose exceeding 126 mg/dl or patient requiring glucose
lowering therapy

N hypercholesterolaemia—that is, total plasma cholesterol of
.200 mg/l in the previous 12 months or documented
hypercholesterolaemia requiring lipid lowering drug ther-
apy

N smoking habit—that is, consuming >1 cigarette daily

N documented previous ischaemic stroke/transient ischae-
mic attack

N coronary artery disease—that is, documented coronary
artery stenosis, percutaneous transluminal coronary
angioplasty or coronary artery bypass, myocardial infarc-
tion

N peripheral artery disease—that is, documented peripheral
artery disease, percutaneous transluminal angioplasty,
vascular surgery.

Assessment of carotid atherosclerosis
Two trained sonographers assessed the carotid arteries using
duplex ultrasound scanning with a 4–7 MHz linear array
scanner (ATL, HDI 3500; ATL Bothell, USA). With the patient
in the supine position, a careful search was performed of all
interfaces of up to 12 different sites in the transverse and
sagittal planes (right and left, near and far walls, proximal
and distal common carotid artery (CCA), and internal carotid
artery (ICA)). When an optimal longitudinal image of the
CCA was obtained, it was frozen and magnified at the time of
the R wave on the electrocardiogram (ECG) and stored on S-
VHS videotape. Quantitative measurements of IMT were
done offline. The readers who evaluated the ultrasound
images on videotape were blinded to patient demographics
and the results of the TEE examinations. IMT was measured
twice on the far wall at a distance of 4 cm and 1 cm proximal
to the bifurcation on both sides of the CCA on a plaque free
site. For each patient the common carotid IMT was taken as
the mean of eight IMT measurements (IMTmean). Based on
the IMTmean, patients were classified into the following
categories: I, (0.9 mm; II, .0.9 mm–1.05 mm; II,
.1.05 mm–1.2 mm.
Carotid plaque was defined as a focal circumscribed

increase in intimal wall thickness. We measured plaque area
(PA) in the most stenotic plaque of the bifurcation/ICA by
multiplying plaque length by thickness. We estimated the
dimensions of atherosclerotic change (DA) in the carotid
arteries in a manner similar to that used previously by
others18: IMTmean680 mm (80 mm represents the 40 mm
long segments of the left and right CCA proximal to the
bifurcation)+PA of both ICA. In accordance with the
European Carotid Surgery Trial (ECST) protocol19 the degree
of ICA stenosis was defined as the ‘‘local’’ degree of stenosis
and categorised as either ,50% (on both ICAs) or >50% (left
or right ICA). Corresponding values for ‘‘distal’’ degree of ICA
stenosis are approximately ,30% and >30%, respectively.20

Assessment of aortic atherosclerosis
TEE was performed with a 5 MHz multiplane probe (ATL,
HDI 3500) and recorded on S-VHS videotape. An experienced

senior echocardiographer, blinded to patient demographics
and carotid artery scanning data, reviewed the findings
offline. The ascending aorta and the aortic arch including the
outlet of the left subclavian artery were imaged in short axis
and long axis views. Findings distal to the left subclavian
artery (that is, in the descending aorta) were not considered
in this study. Atherosclerosis was defined as irregular and
circumscribed intimal thickening with increased echogeni-
city.14 Maximal aortic wall thickness (AWT) was measured
and the presence of mobile thrombi documented. We
classified the patients similar to a previous study9: I, AWT
,1.0 mm; II, plaques 1.0–3.9 mm thick; III, plaques
>4.0 mm thick.

Statistical analysis
We used the SAS statistical package (version 6.12) for all
statistical analyses. Data are presented as mean and standard
deviation for continuous variables and as absolute and
relative frequencies for categorical variables. We used
Fisher’s exact test to detect statistically significant relations
between categorical variables, and for continuous variables, t
tests or Wilcoxon’s tests were used as appropriate; all tests
used were two sided. Correlations between selected variables
were estimated by calculating Pearson’s correlation coeffi-
cient. Carotid artery ultrasonographic data and correspond-
ing TEE data were compiled into a 262 contingency table to
allow calculation of predictive values. Multivariate analyses
(analysis of covariance) were performed for continuous
dependent variables (IMT and AWT) and multiple logistic
regressions for dichotomised dependent variables (AWT
,4 mm v AWT >4 mm). We set the level of significance at
5%. We report nominal p values not adjusted for multiple
comparisons.

RESULTS
Baseline characteristics and cardiovascular risk
factors
The baseline characteristics of the 301 study participants are
shown in table 1. Complete data on blood lipids and HbA1c

were available for 272 patients (90.4%). Ultrasound measure-
ments are given in table 2. Both IMT and AWT increased
significantly with the number of cardiovascular risk factors
(p,0.05).

Carotid artery duplex ultrasonography data
In the univariate regression analysis IMT correlated with
increased systolic blood pressure and HbA1c (p=0.001), LDL/
HDL cholesterol ratio (p=0.025) and decreased high density
lipoprotein (HDL) cholesterol level (p,0.01), with age .60

Table 1 Baseline characteristics of the study
population. Data are mean (SD)* or n (%)�

Age in years* 62.2 (11.3)
Women� 116 (38.5)
Hypertension� 220 (73.1)
Diabetes� 76 (25.2)
Hyperlipidaemia� 115 (38.2)
Smoking� 95 (31.6)
Coronary heart disease� 79 (26.3)
Previous stroke/transient ischaemic attack� 74 (24.6)
Peripheral artery disease� 24 (8.0)
Mean diastolic blood pressure (mm Hg)* 79.6 (9.9)
Mean systolic blood pressure (mm Hg)* 146.0 (17.2)
HbA1c (%)* 5.65 (1.25)
Cholesterol (mg/dl)* 192.9 (48.7)
Triglycerides (mg/dl)* 155.0 (103.4)
LDL cholesterol (mg/dl)* 119.9 (39.2)
HDL cholesterol (mg/dl)* 44.9 (16.4)
LDL/HDL cholesterol ratio 3.0 (1.5)

LDL, low density lipoprotein; HDL, high density lipoprotein.
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years, hypertension and diabetes (p,0.001), male sex, and
coronary and peripheral artery disease (p,0.05). Correlations
of multivariate regression analysis are given in table 3.

Aortic findings
Univariate regression analysis demonstrated correlation
between AWT and increased systolic and diastolic blood
pressure (p=0.001), HbA1c (p,0.01), HDL cholesterol
(inversely) (p,0.05) and with age .60 years, hypertension,
diabetes, smoking, previous brain ischaemia, coronary and
peripheral artery disease (p,0.001). Correlations of multi-
variate regression analysis are shown in table 3.

Correlation between carotid and aortic
atherosclerosis
The correlation between IMT and AWT was moderate (fig 1)
and highest between the total dimension of carotid athero-
sclerosis and AWT (fig 2). The correlation of IMT and AWT
with carotid plaque area was similar (r=0.51 and r=0.53,
p,0.001).

Carotid stenosis and aortic findings
IMT and AWT were higher in patients with ICA stenosis
>50% (table 2). Aortic plaques >4 mm occurred in 21.6%
(65/301) of the entire study population and they were almost
three times more frequent with >50% ICA stenosis compared
with ,50% stenosis (43.7% v 14.8%). Mobile aortic thrombi
were detected in 5.6% of patients (17/301); the AWT was
>4 mm in 15 (88.4%) and ,4 mm in only two of these
patients. Similarly, in patients with >50% stenosis the
incidence of aortic thrombi was almost three times higher
than in patients with ,50% stenosis (11.3% v 3.9%). There
was no statistically significant difference between IMT and
AWT, and the incidence of AWT >4 mm or aortic thrombi, in
50–79% compared with >80% ICA stenosis.

Predictive values
IMT (0.9 mm, seen in 95 of our patients (31.6%; table 2),
almost excluded AWT >4.0 mm (negative predictive value
(NPV) 95.8% (4/95)). In the four false negatives, the AWT
ranged from 4.1 mm to 4.5 mm. The combination of IMT
(0.9 mm and absence of carotid plaques, seen in 49 patients
(16.3%), increased the NPV to 100%. On TEE none of the 95
patients with IMT (0.9 mm had aortic thrombi, but 2/95
(2.1%) had left atrial thrombi. The positive predictive value
(PPV) of IMT .0.9 mm for the presence of aortic plaques

>4 mm was low (29.6%; 61/206), even when carotid plaques
were taken into account (33.0%, 59/179).

DISCUSSION
We present the first prospective investigation of a large
cohort of consecutive patients with recent brain ischaemia

Table 2 Ultrasound measurements of intima media
thickness (IMT) and aortic wall thickness (AWT). Data are
mean (SD)* or n (%)�

Characteristic Value

ICA stenosis

p value`
,50%
(n = 230)

>50%
(n = 71)

Mean IMT (mm)* 1.02 (0.21) 0.99 (0.20) 1.09 (0.22) 0.0004
IMT .0.75–0.9 mm� 95 (31.6) 84 (36.5) 11 (15.5) 0.0007
IMT .0.9–1.05 mm� 101 (33.6) 77 (33.5) 24 (33.8)
IMT .1.05–1.2 mm� 105 (34.9) 69 (30.0) 36 (50.7)
Mean AWT (mm)* 2.95 (1.69) 2.68 (1.56) 3.82 (1.80) ,0.0001
AWT ,1.0 mm� 19 (6.3) 19 (8.3) 0 (0.0) ,0.0001
AWT 1.0–3.9 mm� 217 (72.1) 177 (77.0) 40 (56.3)
AWT>4.0 mm� 65 (21.6) 34 (14.8) 31 (43.7)
Mobile thrombus� 17 (5.6) 9 (3.9) 8 (11.3) 0.034

`P values are from corresponding tests of characteristics for the two
patient groups: ICA stenosis ,50% v >50%. For both IMT and AWT we
used 362 tables: three categories of each for the two ICA stenosis groups
(,50% v >50%).
ICA, internal carotid artery.

Table 3 Multivariate regression analysis* of carotid and
aortic ultrasound measurements with demographic and
clinical data

Characteristic
IMT
(n = 301)

AWT
(n = 301)

AWT>4 mm
(n = 65)

Age .60 years 0.002 ,0.001 0.079
Diabetes 0.005 0.002 0.116
Coronary artery disease 0.437 0.155 0.012
Peripheral artery disease ,0.001 ,0.001 0.004
Internal carotid artery stenosis 0.094 0.001 0.001
Systolic blood pressure 0.035 ,0.001 0.028
Decreased HDL cholesterol 0.303 0.020 0.129
LDL/HDL cholesterol ratio 0.007 0.708 0.426

*P values for the test of no effect of the corresponding characteristics on
the dependent variables are given.
AWT, aortic wall thickness; HDL, high density lipoprotein; LDL, low
density lipoprotein; IMT, intima media thickness.
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Figure 1 Correlation of intima media thickness (IMT) and aortic wall
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evaluated by carotid ultrasound and TEE. We found a high
NPV of normal carotid arteries for aortic thrombi and plaques
>4 mm and a moderate correlation of atherosclerosis in the
carotid arteries and in the aorta.
With regard to correlation between IMT, plaque area, and

DA with AWT, our results are comparable with other
studies.11 14–16 Patients with ICA stenosis >50% had increased
IMT and AWT, in particular, a three times higher incidence of
superimposed aortic thrombi compared with those with
lower grade ICA stenosis. However, the overall incidence of
aortic thrombi was lower than has been described before,21

and the thrombi were found with all degrees of ICA
stenosis9 13—not just with >80%.22 Therefore, TEE screening
of the aorta seems to be of benefit in patients with advanced
carotid atherosclerosis (that is, especially in ICA stenosis
>50%) particularly if localisation of brain infarction is at
odds with the side of the stenosis. The detection of aortic
thrombi on TEE may then change the secondary prevention
strategy. However, the optimal therapy for aortic thrombi or
plaques >4 mm has not yet been established: in three
smaller studies warfarin was superior to aspirin in complex
aortic plaques whereas in a larger retrospective analysis only
statins showed a significant benefit.23 There are only case
reports of successful ultima ratio treatment options such as
aortic endarterectomy24 or aortic balloon thrombectomy.25

The ongoing Aortic arch Related Cerebral Hazard trial of
1500 patients comparing clopidogrel + aspirin versus warfarin
may contribute substantial information towards the optimal
management of aortic plaques.
Currently, the importance of TEE in the diagnostic work-

up of stroke patients lies in the detection of cardiac sources of
cerebral embolism such as complex aortic plaques (that is,
aortic thrombi or plaques >4 mm thick). TEE is also the
current gold standard for the detection of left atrial or
appendage thrombi, persistent foramen ovale, and atrial
septal aneurysm. Therefore it plays a major role in guiding
therapy and in the follow up of stroke patients.26 However,
the high NPV of normal carotid IMT found in our study does
not support routine TEE for the exclusion of complex aortic
plaques as a high risk source of cerebral embolism in stroke
patients. Screening of carotid arteries can be helpful for the
exclusion of an atherosclerotic proximal embolic source when
TEE or MRI is contraindicated, refused or not available.
Moreover, when carotid arteries are normal a significant
macroangiopathy can be broadly ruled out, and additional
exclusion of cerebral microangiopathy can help to shorten the
search for cardiovascular risk factors. The detection of two
atrial thrombi in 95 patients with normal carotid arteries
demonstrates that TEE should be considered on an individual
basis to detect rare or unexpected sources of cerebral
embolism. In contrast with Hollander et al8 our results
suggest that there is a close correlation between carotid and
aortic atherosclerosis, representing the same pathophysiolo-
gical mechanism, providing reliable predictive values. This
discrepancy between the results is most likely due to different
study populations, examination of different segments of the
aorta and the evaluation of aortic atheroma by x ray versus
ultrasound.
In agreement with others,15 16 we found that the PPV of

carotid ultrasound for relevant aortic atheromas is low.
Shimizu et al16 showed a moderate association between
carotid and aortic atherosclerosis and a significant increase in
complex aortic plaque probability with increasing carotid
IMT. Our results are comparable, especially for patients with
>50% ICA stenosis. However, in Shimizu’s study a cohort
consisting of only 147 preselected patients was examined and
their results thus might not be representative for all stroke
causes. Unfortunately, exact PPVs or NPVs of carotid IMT for
relevant aortic plaques have not been provided. Fasseas et al15

reported similar predictive values for complex aortic plaques
in 64 stroke patients with severe carotid atherosclerosis (that
is, IMT >2.0 mm) whereas our results imply that even
considerably less advanced carotid atherosclerosis helps in
identifying patients with relevant aortic atherosclerosis. In 62
patients undergoing TEE for cardiological indications,14 the
PPV of carotid plaques (that is, IMT >1.3 mm) for aortic
atherosclerosis (that is, luminal irregularity or wall thickness
.3 mm, plaques with mobile thrombi or ulcerations) was
83%, whereas NPV was only 63%. These findings are in
contrast with the studies cited above15 16 and with our results
but this is probably because of the different definitions used
by Kallikazaros et al10 for carotid and aortic plaques. After the
trials on aortic atherosclerosis,9 13 it seems to be clinically
more relevant to exclude plaques >4 mm thickness.
As shown previously,4 6 9 11 14 27–30 increased IMT and AWT

in our patients correlated with classic cardiovascular risk
factors. The independent prediction of aortic plaques >4 mm
by indicators of peripheral atherosclerosis such as ICA
stenosis, coronary, and peripheral artery disease emphasises
the systemic nature of atherosclerosis.

Limitations of the study
Owing to the different ultrasound probe frequencies,
measurement techniques, and patient populations, only
limited comparisons can be made between studies on
IMT.5 7 31 Measurement of mean IMT on the far wall of the
CCA is a frequent technique,31 providing the clearest target
for measurement and allowing use of an automatic detection
system.5 The use of this technique and an ultrasound probe
with higher resolution for both carotid and aortic ultrasound
in the present study might have increased the accuracy of
IMT and AWT measurements to a certain extent. However, at
the time of the study it was not possible to do this in our
stroke unit. Moreover, three dimensional ultrasound might
have provided additional information in terms of plaque size
and morphology in both territories.

SUMMARY
A normal carotid ultrasound offers a high NPV for the
exclusion of relevant aortic atherosclerosis and makes TEE
indispensable for this indication in stroke patients. Patients
with >50% ICA stenosis have a high risk of severe aortic
plaques or aortic thrombi. For a sophisticated planning of
secondary prevention they should undergo TEE examination
of the aorta.
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